Single Patient Use Linear Stapler and Subassembly

Availability of Yellow Subassembly Cartridge Reload
- White, blue, yellow & green cartridge reloads satisfy stapling of various tissue thickness
- 45mm Linear Stapler - the prioritized option of rectal surgery

Major Features
- Closure of GI tract residual defect
- Suturing of GI tract incision
- Suturing & Cutting of Lung
- Composition of double stapling technique

Golden Stapler Surgical Co., Ltd.

Advancing Surgical Technology to Benefit More People
### Single Patient Use Linear Stapler and Subassembly

#### Positioning Pin
Avoid slippage of clamped tissue  
Assist parallel closure  
Ensure complete suturing of targeted tissue

#### Parallel Closure
Even compression on targeted tissue  
Provide uniform formation height of all staples  
Effective suturing & homeostasis

#### Intermediate Position
Adjust suturing position on targeted tissue  
Ensure suturing on targeted position

#### Separated Closure & Firing Handles
Clear surgical procedures  
Safe & easy to use

### Code | Colour | Staple Rows | Staple Qty | Closed Staple Height (MM) | Suturing Length (MM) | Applicable Tissue Thickness | Code of Subassembly Cartridge Reload
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
LSC30W | White | 3 | 23 | 1.0 | 30 | Blood vessel, thin tissue | LSCR30W
LSC30B | Blue | 2 | 11 | 1.5 | 30 | Normal thick tissue | LSCR30B
LSC30G | Green | 2 | 11 | 2.0 | 30 | Thick tissue | LSCR30G
LSC45B | Blue | 2 | 15 | 1.5 | 45 | Normal thick tissue | LSCR45B
LSC45Y | Yellow | 2 | 15 | 1.8 | 45 | Medium thick tissue | LSCR45Y
LSC45G | Green | 2 | 15 | 2.0 | 45 | Thick tissue | LSCR45G
LSC60B | Blue | 2 | 21 | 1.5 | 60 | Normal thick tissue | LSCR60B
LSC60Y | Yellow | 2 | 21 | 1.8 | 60 | Medium thick tissue | LSCR60Y
LSC60G | Green | 2 | 21 | 2.0 | 60 | Thick tissue | LSCR60G

---

### Blue, Yellow & Green Cartridge Reloads
Satisfy suturing of various tissue thickness  
Effective suturing & homeostasis

### 3 Different Sizes of 30, 45 & 60
Satisfy suturing of various GI tract width  
Economic & simple using

### Tactile & Audible Responses
Indication of safety & effectiveness in surgery

---
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